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Introduction: A study was conducted to determine whether the anode heel effect can be used to influ-
ence optimisation of radiation dose and image quality (IQ) for AP pelvis radiography.
Methods: ATOM dosimetry phantom and an anthropomorphic phantom were positioned for AP pelvis.
Using a CR system, images were acquired and doses were measured with phantom feet toward anode
and then feet toward cathode. Exposure factors (kVp, mAs and SID) were systematically generated using
a factorial design. Images were scored visually for quality using relative visual grading together with a 3
point Likert scale. Signal to noise ratio was also calculated as a physical measure of image quality.
Dosimetry data were collected for the ovaries and testes.
Results: The optimum technique for male, which resulted in lower dose and suitable image quality, was
with feet positioned toward the anode (0.80 ± 0.03 mGy; SNR of 38 ± 2.9; visual IQ score 3.13 ± 0.35). The
optimum technique for female was with feet toward anode (0.23 ± 0.02 mGy; SNR of 34.7 ± 2.6; visual IQ
score 3.15 ± 0.26). kVp had the biggest effect on both visual and physical image quality metrics (p <
0.001) for both tube orientations, whereas SID had the lowest effect on both visual and physical image
quality metrics compared with mAs and kVp (p < 0.001). The effect of SID on the SNR was not significant
(p > 0.05) with feet toward anode.
Conclusion: Positioning the patient with feet toward the anode, as opposed to the cathode, has no
adverse effect on visual image quality assessment but it does have an effect on physical image quality.
Implications for practice: This study would add a new clinical concept in positioning of AP pelvis radi-
ography especially for male positioning.

© 2019 The College of Radiographers. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Anteroposterior (AP) pelvis radiography is the third most
frequently conducted diagnostic X-ray examination in UK.1,2 With
respect to the gonads, radiation protection is of paramount
importance since irradiation of germ cells has the potential to cause
genetic mutations.3 A confounding factor in computed radiography
(CR) is dose creep, inwhich a radiation dose increase can occur over
time with no change in image quality, because of the wide dynamic
range of CR X-ray imaging technologies. Such an increase can
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permit significant over-exposure without penalty to image qual-
ity.4,5 The search for an optimal approach that reduces patient dose
whilst maintaining an image of diagnostic quality is a priority.6,7

The latter can be implemented by identifying strategies which
minimise the occurrence of patient overexposure, thereby reducing
the probability of dose creep.8

Manipulating primary exposure factors (tube potential (kVp)
and tube load (mAs)),9e11 varying the distance between X-ray tube
and patients' skin12,13 and the use of an air gap are approaches that
have been used to optimise radiation dose and image quality for AP
pelvis radiography.14 A phantom based study to optimise the AP
pelvis radiography in relation to AEC chambers orientation has
been conducted.2 However, non-systematic manipulation of kVp
and mAs may lead to a loss of image quality/radiation dose bene-
fits.15 The impact of anode heel on X-ray beam intensity from anode
served.
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to cathode has been found to differ by as much as 45%.16 Several
studies17e19 have considered the impact of the anode heel effect on
image quality and one study20 has considered the orientation effect
on image quality and effective dose using the two lateral AEC
chambers.

To date no study has considered the effect of anode heel on
image quality and gonad doses for AP pelvis with manual exposure
settings. In this regard, recently we investigated the potential of
using the anode heel effect to reduce AP pelvis gonad dose, how-
ever we did not investigate image quality.21 Other works17e20

which considered the effect of tube orientation on AP pelvis radi-
ography have not considered how the combination of the anode
heel effect with systematic manipulation of exposure factors would
impact on gonad dose and image quality. Consequently, the
research presented here revisits the gonad dose whilst simulta-
neously investigating whether anode-cathode orientation has an
impact on image quality.

Methods

A Wolverson Arcoma Arco Ceil (Arcoma, Annav€agen, Sweden)
general radiography X-ray system and high frequency generator
with VARIAN 130 HS X-ray tube with 3 mm Al total filtration was
used to make all exposures. Quality control results (i.e tube output,
kVp, timer consistency, kVp and timer accuracy, kVp linearity, dose
output variation with mA, and kVp variation with mA) fell within
manufacturer limits. One 35 � 43 cm AGFA CR MD 4.0 cassette
(Siemens, Munich, Germany) was used for imaging in our experi-
ments; this was processed in a 35-X reader (Siemens, Munich,
Germany) with a spatial resolution of 10 pixels/mm and grey scale
resolution of 12 bits/pixel.22 A reciprocating grid with 10:1 ratio, 40
line/cm frequency, and focused strips was used (Wolverson, Wil-
lenhall, UK). An Unfors Mult-O-Meter 401 was used to calibrate
TLDs.

Anthropomorphic phantom image acquisition

An anthropomorphic phantom (Rando®, The Phantom Labora-
tory, and USA) was used to generate representative images of a
human pelvis. It is constructed of tissue equivalent materials with
an embedded natural human skeleton to provide realistic condi-
tions for testing acquisition protocols and image processing tech-
nology.23,24 Anthropomorphic phantom images were acquiredwith
feet towards the anode and then, in the opposite orientation, with
feet towards the cathode. The phantom was positioned in accor-
dance with the literature.25 Exposure factors were identified using
a factorial design, kn, where n represents the number of exposure
factors (e.g kVp) and k represents the number of levels for each
exposure factor.26 This resulted in 64 exposure factor settings
(4 � 4 � 4), comprising: 70, 75, 80 and 85 kVp; 18, 22, 27 and
32 mAs; 105, 110, 115 and 120 cm SID - 128 images in total for both
orientations. These factors are typical of those used in clinical set-
tings for AP pelvis imaging.27,28 The same 64 exposures were
repeated for both phantom orientations (64 � 2 matched pairs).

Gonad dose measurement

The method used to record gonadal radiation dose has been
published previously,21 but for completeness we recap the method
and data in this paper. An adult dosimetry phantom (701-B A CIRS
ATOM) was used for direct dose measurements.29 Two thermolu-
minescent detector (TLD) pellets were placed in the region which
represents the male and female gonads (Fig. 1). High sensitivity LiF
Mg, Cu (P-100H) TLDs were used.30,31 TLDs were grouped into
batches of similar response in order to have homogenous groups.
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Any TLD that deviated >1.5% SD from group mean was removed.
Linearity of TLDs was tested over a range of doses (correlation,
R2 ¼ 0.994) and intra-class correlation was used to test TLD reli-
ability (consistency coefficient ¼ 0.99e1.00). In accordance with
manufacturer instructions, TLDs were annealed at 240 �C for 10min
and then cooled to room temperature to remove any residual dose
from previous exposures.

Image quality assessment

Images were assessed visually using relative visual grading with
images being displayed within bespoke image display software.32

Two reporting grade 5 mega pixel monochrome liquid crystal
(LCD) monitors were used to display the images; these were cali-
brated to the DICOM Greyscale standard and located in ambient
lighting at below 8 lux.33 The reference image was chosen on the
basis of the median SNR value recorded from the 128 images (64 in
each orientation).11 This reference image was displayed on one
monitor whilst the images to be evaluated were displayed in a
random order on the other monitor. Nevertheless, the suitability of
the quality of the reference image was further checked by testing
the adequate visualisation of scale criteria using a visual grading
approach, hence all items (Table 1) needed to be adequately
visualised (have a score of 3 or more for each criterion) in order for
that image to be selected as the reference image,34 so that any of
the optimised (experimental) images that scored as equal to or
better than the reference image could be considered as an image
with acceptable quality

Visual image quality criteria (Table 1) were used34 alongwith a 3
point Likert scale (score of 2 through 3 to 4), to allow grading from
‘worse-than’ through ‘same’ to ‘better-than’. One experienced
observer (a medical physicist with a background in radiography >5
years' experience) scored the images. Each image took around 60 s
to be assessed (i.e. 4 s for each criterion). After assessing the first set
of 64 images, a break was allowed (30 min) to reduce the impact of
fatigue. Prior to performing visual grading, this observer was
assessed against three experienced radiographers with >10 years'
experience to determine his ability. Twenty images were selected,
based on SNR values, with qualities including poor, average and
good. Imaging scoring occurred three times, once per week for 3
weeks. Interclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) was calculated to
assess intra and inter observer variability. Finally, signal to noise
ratio (SNR) was calculated as a physical metric of image quality and
Fig. 2 indicates where the regions of interest were placed. ROIs
were positioned manually on the first image and for subsequent
images they were positioned automatically using Image J software.
The SNR was calculated to support the visual assessment of image
quality.

Results

The interclass correlation coefficient for study observer when
compared to the three radiographers was 0.839 (95% CI 0.683 to
0.929) - an ICC value of less than 0.40 indicates poor reproducibility
whereas ICC values greater than 0.75 shows an excellent repro-
ducibility.2 The resultant ICC values for intra-observer variability
were, 0.891 (95%CI 0.725 to 0.957), 0.920 (95%CI 0.798 to 0.968) and
0.889 (95%CI 0.725 to 0.956, respectively). This confirmed the
observer (medical physicist) was able to produce valid scores. Im-
age quality scores were assessed using t-tests with a p-value of
<0.05 (95%) being considered as significant.

In general, the resultant data demonstrated that the anode heel
effect had an impact on the male gonad dose for both orientations
with no effect on female gonad dose. No effect was found when
considering the anode heel effect on the visual image quality and
be used to optimise radiation dose and image quality for AP pelvis



Table 1
AP pelvis scale for image quality assessment.

Item No Criterion

1 The left hip joint is visualised.
2 The right hip joint is visualised.
3 The right lesser trochanter is visualised.
4 The left lesser trochanter is visualised.
5 The left greater trochanter is visualised.
6 The right greater trochanter is visualised.
7 The left iliac crest is visualised.
8 The right iliac crest is visualised.
9 The pubic and ischial rami are visualised.
10 The proximal femora are demonstrated.
11 The left femoral neck is visualised.
12 The right femoral neck is visualised.
13 The left sacro-iliac joint is visualised.
14 The right sacro-iliac joint is visualised.
15 The sacrum and its intervertebral foramina are visualised.

Figure 1. Locations of the ovaries and testes where TLD's were placed within the ATOM phantom.
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for either orientation; there was an effect for SNR between the two
orientations.

Exposure factors which led to images of acceptable quality
(optimised) using relative visual grading, which had the lowest
testicular dose when feet were faced toward the anode, were
identified (0.80 mGy). Significant differences (P < 0.05) were found
in the testicular doses between both orientations. An acceptable
quality image (optimised) was acquired when the head was placed
toward the cathode at a testicular dose of 0.99 mGy. No significant
differences (P > 0.05) were found in the ovarian dose between
either orientations of the phantom relative to the anode; the lowest
dosewith acceptable quality image (optimised) was obtained when
head was placed toward the cathode (0.22 mGy). When feet faced
the anode, the lowest female gonad dose for achieving an accept-
able image quality was 0.23 mGy. The optimal exposure factors
which led to an acceptable image quality (male & female), with the
corresponding physical metrics, are presented in Table 2. No
Please cite this article as: Mraity HAAB et al., Can the anode heel effect
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significant difference was detected in terms of relative visual
grading image quality scores between the two anode orientations
(P > 0.05; feet toward anode: 3.16 ± 0.46 Vs feet toward cathode:
3.26 ± 0.43).

When comparing the mean SNR for all images between feet
toward anode and feet toward cathode, there was a statistical dif-
ference between the two orientations (P < 0.05; feet toward anode:
37.90 ± 4.57 Vs. feet toward cathode: 35.71 ± 5.09).

The main effect of the exposure factors on visual image quality
scores is illustrated in Fig. 3 (A and B) for both anode orientations.
Increasing the kVp had the biggest effect (Significant at p < 0.001)
on relative visual grading image quality since it resulted in an in-
crease in visual image quality by approximately 24% with feet to-
ward cathode and 31% with feet toward anode, respectively.
Increasing the mAs from 18 to 32 resulted in an increase in visual
image quality by approximately 19% with feet toward cathode and
23% with feet toward anode, respectively (Significant effect at p <
0.001). SID had the smallest effect on visual image quality scores.
Increasing the SID resulted in a decline in visual image quality by
approximately 7% with feet toward cathode and 9% with feet to-
ward anode, respectively (Significant effect at p < 0.001).

The main effect of the exposure factors on SNR is illustrated in
Fig. 4 (A and B) for both anode orientations. As it can be seen, the
mAs had the biggest effect on the SNR since it resulted in an in-
crease in SNR by approximately 20% with feet toward cathode and
19.5% with feet toward anode, respectively (Significant effect at
p < 0.001). Increasing the kVp resulted in an increase in SNR by
approximately 17% for both tube orientations (Significant effect at
p < 0.001). The SID had approximately the smallest effect on SNR
for both orientations.

A good correlation was seen between SNR and relative visual
grading image quality scores for both tube orientations (r ¼ 0.853;
significant at p < 0.001). As previously confirmed,16 there is a sta-
tistically significant difference between the two orientations for
testicular dose (P < 0.001) but there is no significant difference for
ovarian dose.21
be used to optimise radiation dose and image quality for AP pelvis



Figure 2. Regions of interest used for SNR calculations with optimised images taken using the Anthropomorphic pelvis phantom (bone ¼ 1e4, which were averaged;
background ¼ 5).

Table 2
Optimum exposure factors which result in acceptable visual image quality (score �3) with lowest gonad doses (mGy- Mean ± SD).

Orientation Organs Optimum exposure Factors Dose (SD) SNR (SD)

kVp mAs SID

Feet toward cathode Testes 80 22 120 0.99 (0.03) 34.0 (2.0)
Ovaries 75 22 115 0.22 (0.02) 34.0 (1.0)

Reference image data (Toward Cathode) Testes 75 18 105 1.38 (0.01) 24.7 (3.6)
Ovaries 0.38 (0.01)

Feet toward anode Testes 80 18 110 0.80 (0.03) 38.0 (2.9)
Ovaries 70 28 115 0.23 (0.02) 34.7 (2.6)

Reference image data (Toward Anode) Testes 70 28 105 1.14 (0.05) 25.7 (2.31)
Ovaries 0.35 (0.01)

SD: Standard deviation; SNR: signal to noise ratio.

Figure 3. This figure illustrates the main effect of exposure factors on the mean of visual Image Quality (IQ) score when the exposure factors were varied (from low to high) for both
tube orientations (A and B). The horizontal lines represent the image quality mean (overall mean of all images).
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Figure 4. This figure illustrates the main effect of exposure factors on the signal to noise ratio (SNR) when the exposure factors were varied (from low to high) for both tube
orientations. The horizontal lines represent the image quality mean (overall mean of all images).
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Discussion

Given that no statistical differencewas found in terms of relative
visual grading image quality scores between the two orientations,
this finding offers radiographers the opportunity to place the pa-
tient's feet toward anode with no image quality consequences
whilst having a marked reduction in the male gonadal dose. The
significant difference in SNR values, between the two orientations,
favours feet toward the anode. Positioning the feet towards anode
was also beneficial for females in terms of image quality, however
there was no radiation dose reduction by doing this.

In relation to image quality, both anode heel orientations were
associated with a range of images of suitable quality. However, for
males, the optimum orientation that led to the lowest radiation
dose with suitable image quality was with feet towards the anode.
By contrast, both orientations can be adopted for females, since no
radiation dose implications were seen. This means that switching
phantom orientation would not affect the quality of an image.
Therefore, the anode heel effect can provide a good margin for
protecting the male patient from unnecessary radiation conse-
quences. In addition, placing the thinner parts of the pelvis toward
the anode and thicker parts toward the cathode comply with
published recommendations regarding using the heel effect as a
wedge filter.35,36

However, the results of our study contradict Al Qaroot et al.
(2014),19 who investigated the anode heel effect on radiation dose
and image quality for lateral lumbar spine. The authors recommend
positioning the feet toward cathode, depending on the number of
suitable quality images acquired with a low effective dose in rela-
tion to cathode-anode orientation. Optimising the anode heel effect
using effective dose would ignore the impact of the X-ray intensity
variation on organ doses, and therefore on radiation risk estima-
tion.37 This is because estimating effective dose is always based on
the measured incident air kerma at the centre of the X-ray beam,
where the intensity is 100% compared with either side. This
therefore makes comparison difficult in terms of radiation dose
since no gonad dose measurements were considered in this study.
Although Harding et al.20 findings are consistent with our findings,
again it is difficult to make a comparison since their work does not
consider the heel effect on the beam intensity as it actually occurs.

Another contradictionwas observed between the findings of our
work and Mearon & Brennan (2006),17 who studied the possibility
of improving image quality during thoracic spine examination in
relation to anode orientation. Consequently, they recommend
placing the feet towards the cathode rather than the anode,
Please cite this article as: Mraity HAAB et al., Can the anode heel effect
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because this slightly improves image quality by exposing the
thicker body parts to a higher X-ray intensity, compared with the
thinner body parts. However, it is difficult to compare this with the
recommendations drawn from our study for two reasons: first,
their study was conducted using analogue and not digital systems;
secondly they did not consider the anode heel effect on radiation
dose.

The main effect on image quality, Fig. 3 (A and B), demonstrates
that kVp had the largest effect on image quality for both anode
orientations, compared with the mAs and SID. The effect trends in
relation to both kVp and mAs levels increase proportionally before
levelling off at 80 kVp and 27 mAs. Image quality improvement as
the kVp increases from 70 to 85 is not controversial since, with high
kVp more photons reach the detector; the amount of noise is
reduced. Nevertheless, at very high kVp's, subject contrast reduces
due to the low attenuation characteristics of the tissues being
imaged.38,39 SID had the smallest effect on image quality.

The effect that SID had on reducing dose is larger than the
impact on the image quality, when distance increased. This pro-
vides the opportunity to use SID as a method of optimisation. These
findings are supported by previous published works12,13; they also
found that increasing SID did not adversely affect image quality.
Nevertheless, caution should be taken when using the SID in the
optimisation process of any practise since grid cut off might have a
detrimental impact.

Regarding the main effect on the SNR, the biggest effect of the
mAs as compared to the kVp main effect could be attributed to the
sensitivity of SNR compared with the visual measure of image
quality. Altering mAs affects the number of photons reaching the
image receptor and this influences the noise levels for both orien-
tations and consequently the SNR.40 This image quality change is
therefore detected using a physical measure, whereas it is not
perceived using a visual measure. For the evaluation of clinical
image quality, this raises the question on what traditional physical
image quality measures, such as SNR, should have in to optimising
[clinical] image quality as diagnostic interpretation is a visual task.
Perhaps the use of Artificial Intelligence could be a way forwards in
image quality optimisation, as such systems could be trained to
consider critical image characteristics from both visual and physical
points of view?

Finally, one limitation could concern visual image quality
assessment being conducted by one observer. Whilst this might
seem to be a limitation, the ICC values uphold the approach taken
and obtaining several observers to score [128] images can be
difficult to achieve. Also, even though our work used validated
be used to optimise radiation dose and image quality for AP pelvis
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visual grading criteria, our criteria are different to those used by
other researcher making results slightly difficult to compare. A
need for standardised and validated visual criteria grading criteria
exists.

Conclusion

The findings of our study demonstrate the anode heel effect can
be used as an effective approach for optimising the AP pelvis
radiographic examination for male patients using manual tech-
nique. The latter argument can be supported by the fact that
positioning the [male] feet toward anode can reduce gonad dose
whilst having no impact on visual image quality. The results also
demonstrate, for females, that gonad dose and visual image quality
are the same in either orientation. Further studies are recom-
mended to consider the clinical implications of our work.
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